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IOT DISTRIBUTOR, ALLIOT OPENS FOR BUSINESS

New IoT distributor, Alliot opens its doors with the launch of the LORIX one
Gateway.

Huddersfield, West Yorkshire / April 9th, 2019 – Alliot is delighted to announce the 
availability of the LORIX One LoRaWAN gateway which is now available from the 
Yorkshire-based distributor. 

Having recently opened its doors for business, the LORIX One gateway marks the first 
product in Alliot’s portfolio. Suitable for a wide variety of both indoor and outdoor 
applications, the LORIX One LoRaWAN gateway offers the ideal gateway for IoT projects. 
Acting as a key component in any IoT system, the gateway transfers data gathered from 
deployed sensors and can be integrated with a number of popular networks such as The 
Things Network and LORIOT.

“I am really delighted that Alliot’s first distribution agreement is for the LORIX One, the 
gateway is a key element of any LoRaWAN deployment and this gateway is extremely 
capable as well as also being robust for outdoor deployments. 

“We are investing heavily in Alliot and are expecting to announce other exciting products 
and services that will progress us towards our stated aim of simplifying the set-up and 
ongoing management of IOT devices very soon.” Said Alliot’s MD, Darren Garland.

People interested in finding out more about Alliot and the LORIX One gateway are advised
to visit the Alliot website or to get in touch with the Alliot team.

END

FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT:
Kate Millard | 01484 599544 | kate.millard@alliot.co.uk

NOTES TO EDITOR:
Alliot Technologies is a specialist distributor of IoT products. Currently in the start-up 
phase, it will represent world class leading manufacturers of IoT devices, distributing their 
products throughout the UK and Ireland. Alliot’s vision is to simplify the set-up and ongoing
management of IoT devices by providing solutions ready to be interfaced with the users’ 
selected IT structure. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION:
https://alliot.co.uk/
https://www.alliot.uk/lorix-one-lorawan-gateways/
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